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This new and expanded edition collects the best articles
dealing with race and culture in the classroom that have
appeared in Rethinking Schools magazine. With more than
100 pages of new materials, Rethinking Multicultural
Education demonstrates a powerful vision of anti-racist, social
justice education. Practical, rich in story, and analytically
sharp! Book Review 1: “If you are an educator, student,
activist, or parent striving for educational equality and
liberation, Rethinking Multicultural Education: Teaching for
Racial and Cultural Justice will empower and inspire you to
make a positive change in your community.” -- Curtis Acosta,
Former teacher, Tucson Mexican American Studies Program;
Founder, Acosta Latino Learning Partnership Book Review 2:
“Rethinking Multicultural Education is both thoughtful and
timely. As the nation and our schools become more complex
on every dimension–race, ethnicity, class, gender, ability,
sexuality, immigrant status–teachers need theory and
practice to help guide and inform their curriculum and their
pedagogy. This is the resource teachers at every level have
been looking for.” -- Gloria Ladson-Billings, Professor & Dept.
Chair, Kellner Family Chair in Urban Education, University of
Wisconsin-Madison and author of Dreamkeepers: Successful
Teachers of African American Children Book Review 3:
“Rethinking Multicultural Education is an essential text as we
name the schools we deserve, and struggle to bring them to
life in classrooms across the land.” -- William Ayers, teacher,
activist, award-winning education writer, and Distinguished
Professor of Education and Senior University Scholar at the
University of Illinois at Chicago (retired)
The Essentials of Teaching Physical Education, Second
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Edition, delivers the vital information future and current
physical educators need to know, with a focus on social
justice and equity issues. It uses a standards-based teaching
for learning approach and helps readers develop the skills in
planning, management, teaching, and assessment they need
to begin successful careers
The first fully comprehensive review of theory, research and
practice in physical education to be published in over a
decade, this handbook represents an essential, evidencebased guide for all students, researchers and practitioners
working in PE. Showcasing the latest research and theoretical
work, it offers important insights into effective curriculum
management, student learning, teaching and teacher
development across a variety of learning environments. This
handbook not only examines the methods, influences and
contexts of physical education in schools, but also discusses
the implications for professional practice. It includes both the
traditional and the transformative, spanning physical
education pedagogies from the local to the international. It
also explores key questions and analysis techniques used in
PE research, illuminating the links between theory and
practice. Its nine sections cover a wide range of topics
including: curriculum theory, development, policy and reform
transformative pedagogies and adapted physical activity
educating teachers and analysing teaching the role of student
and teacher cognition achievement motivation. Offering an
unprecedented wealth of material, the Routledge Handbook
of Physical Education Pedagogies is an essential reference
for any undergraduate or postgraduate degree programme in
physical education or sports coaching, and any teacher
training course with a physical education element.
"The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) are the first
academic standards to be independently adopted by almost
every state in the country. The purpose and intent of the
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Common Core standards for English Language Arts (ELA), as
well as Literacy in History/Social Studies and Science
Education, are the focus of this book. Each of the chapters
addresses one of the major English Language Arts domains:
literature, informational texts, foundational skills, writing,
speaking and listening, language, technology, and
assessment. The objective of the chapters is twofold: to
provide a theoretical background and detailed explanation of
each of the CCSS/ELA standards, as well as practical
suggestions, classroom vignettes, models, instructional
resources, and unit ideas to implement the standards"-Provides a template for teachers for using young adult
literature to meet students' reading needs and the common
core state standards, featuring ideas for unit planning as well
as suggested texts to use for instruction.
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to
psychological assessment and covers areas not typically
addressed in existing test and measurements texts, such as
neuropsychological assessment and the use of tests in
forensics settings. The book introduces the vocabulary of the
profession and the most basic mathematics of testing early as
being fundamental to understanding the field. Numerous
examples are drawn from tests that the authors have written
or otherwise helped to develop, reflecting the authors' deep
understanding of these tests and their familiarity with
problems encountered in test development, use, and
interpretation. Following the introduction of the basic areas of
psychometrics, the book moves to areas of testing that
represent various approaches to measuring different
psychological constructs (memory, language, executive
function, etc.), with emphasis on the complex issue of cultural
bias in testing. Examples of existing tests are given
throughout the book; however, this book is not designed to
prepare students to go out and administer, score, and
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interpret specific psychological tests. Rather, the purpose of
this book is to provide the foundational core of knowledge
about tests, measurement, and assessment constructs,
issues, and quantitative tools. Explains what constitutes a
psychological test, how tests are developed, how they are
best used, and how to evaluate their strengths and
weaknesses; Describes areas of testing that represent
different approaches to measuring different psychological
constructs; Explains applications of psychological testing to
issues in the courts; Addresses how test authors and
publishers design and research tests to address the difficult
and demanding issues of cultural differences in test
performance and interpretation of test results.
That version of the 6-8 standards you wish you had Don't
spend another minute poring over the standards. Jim Burke
has already done the hard work for you with this roadmap of
what each standard says, what each standard means, and
how precisely to put that standard into practice across English
Language Arts, Social Studies, Science, and Technical
Subjects. Jim clearly lays out: Grades 6-8 standards side by
side with key distinctions Different content-area versions of
each standard Explanations of each standard, with student
prompts Content to cover, lesson ideas, and instructional
techniques Glossary and adaptations for ELL students
What kind of social studies knowledge can stimulate a critical
and ethical dialog with the past and present? "Re-Membering"
History in Student and Teacher Learning answers this
question by explaining and illustrating a process of historical
recovery that merges Afrocentric theory and principles of
culturally informed curricular practice to reconnect multiple
knowledge bases and experiences. In the case studies
presented, K-12 practitioners, teacher educators, preservice
teachers, and parents use this praxis to produce and then
study the use of democratized student texts; they step
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outside of reproducing standard school experiences to
engage in conscious inquiry about their shared present as a
continuance of a shared past. This volume exemplifies not
only why instructional materials—including most so-called
multicultural materials—obstruct democratized knowledge, but
also takes the next step to construct and then study how "remembered" student texts can be used. Case study findings
reveal improved student outcomes, enhanced relationships
between teachers and families and teachers and students,
and a closer connection for children and adults to their
heritage.
In today's climate of accountability and high-stakes testing,
many U.S. schools are choosing to focus on the three Rs to
the exclusion of other subjects, including social studies. Yet it
is more crucial than ever for schools to foster the qualities
that will enable students to actively participate in a democratic
and global society. The Essentials of Social Studies, Grades
K-8 takes a look at how innovative educators are helping
students to hone these skills. Readers of this book will learn
more about *The challenges that elementary and middle
school teachers face in keeping social studies in the
curriculum. * How to align social studies lessons with
curriculum standards. * Strategies to infuse social studies
instruction with passion and purpose. * Ways to promote
students' deep understanding of social studies content. * Why
lessons and assessments should give students opportunities
to solve problems, work on projects, and engage in
simulations. * How social studies can prepare students for a
lifetime of active civic involvement. * Professional
development that will help teachers bring the social studies
curriculum to life in the classroom. The future of the United
States in no small part depends on how well social studies
teachers prepare students to assume their responsibilities as
citizens. The Essentials of Social Studies, Grades K-8 will
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help teachers rise to this considerable challenge.
Leading scholars in language policy examine the politics and
policies of language in Canada and the United States.
EDUCATION / Leadership
Discover how to integrate the Common Core speaking and
listening standards into any grade level or content area with
the specific instructional frameworks in this user-friendly
guide. Learn how to give your students the skills and
experiences they need to become successful communicators
in the 21st Century! The frameworks are enhanced with a
thorough, easy-to-understand explanation of the Common
Core State Standards authentic classroom examples from
multiple grade levels and subjects rubrics and assessment
options Speaking and listening in the digital age requires
proficient use of digital tools—this must-have resource gives
you practical ideas and directions to integrate powerful
technology tools seamlessly into your instruction.
Make every student fluent in the language of learning. The
Common Core and ELD standards provide pathways to
academic success through academic language. Using an
integrated Curricular Framework, districts, schools and
professional learning communities can: Design and
implement thematic units for learning Draw from content and
language standards to set targets for all students Examine
standards-centered materials for academic language
Collaborate in planning instruction and assessment within and
across lessons Consider linguistic and cultural resources of
the students Create differentiated content and language
objectives Delve deeply into instructional strategies involving
academic language Reflect on teaching and learning
There is little doubt that the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) are a controversial entity. They are provocative for
the way in which they have been developed, for the ways
they are being implemented and evaluated, for their content,
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and for their failure to explicitly consider the needs, interests,
and histories of diverse populations. While the CCSS
continue to be problematized by critics around the
country—including the editors of this volume—it is evident our
nation is moving toward (some would argue we have arrived
at) a national set of standards and/or a national curriculum.
This text will be an important volume for multiple audiences,
in large part because it will bring together critical perspectives
on the CCSS and the notion of national standards/curricula. It
will simultaneously provide a social justice orientation as a
way to interpret the CCSS and respond to their limits, while
presenting practical examples of social justice?oriented,
CCSS?focused curricula that empower diverse learners and
their teachers. Social Justice, the Common Core, and Closing
the Instructional Gap will consist of chapters by classroom
teachers and university scholars who portray honest,
engaging, first?person accounts of their successes and
challenges connecting a social justice pedagogical orientation
to the Common Core State Standards. These authors
candidly and passionately share the challenges of navigating
between a social justice curriculum and high stakes
standards? and test?driven environments. They highlight their
accomplishments that include effectively supporting students
to consider social injustices and devise plans to work toward
a more equitable world.
Smart implementation of the Common Core State Standards
requires both an overall understanding of the standards and a
grasp of their implications for planning, teaching, and
learning. This Quick-Start Guide provides a succinct, all-inone look at * The content, structure, terminology, and
emphases of the Common Core standards for English
language arts at the middle school level. * The meaning of
the individual standards within the four ELA strands--Reading,
Writing, Speaking and Listening, and Language, with an
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emphasis on areas that represent the most significant
changes to business as usual. * How the standards connect
across strands, domains, and grade levels to build on prior
learning and prepare students for the nuanced
communication and analytical work they will encounter in high
school. Here, middle school ELA teachers and school leaders
will find information they need to begin adapting their
practices to ensure that all students master the new and
challenging material contained in the standards. A practical
lesson planning process to use with the Common Core,
based on Classroom Instruction That Works, 2nd Ed., is
included, along with three sample lessons. LEARN THE
ESSENTIALS OF THE COMMON CORE The grade-level and
subject-specific Quick-Start Guides in the Understanding the
Common Core Standards series, edited by John Kendall, are
designed to help school leaders and school staffs turn
Common Core standards into coherent, content-rich
curriculum and effective, classroom-level lessons.
Teaching and learning through Hollywood, or commercial, film
productions is anything but a new approach and has been
something of a mainstay in the classroom for nearly a
century. Purposeful and effective instruction through film,
however, is not problem-free and there are many challenges
that accompany classroom applications of Hollywood motion
pictures. In response to the problems and possibilities
associated with teaching through film, we have collaboratively
developed a collection of practical, classroom-ready lesson
ideas that might bridge gaps between theory and practice and
assist teachers endeavoring to make effective use of film in
their classrooms. We believe that film can serve as a powerful
tool in the social studies classroom and, where appropriately
utilized, foster critical thinking and civic mindedness. The
College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) framework, represents a
renewed and formalized emphasis on the perennial social
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studies goals of deep thinking, reading and writing. We
believe that as teachers endeavor to digest and implement
the platform in schools and classrooms across the country,
the desire for access to structured strategies that lead to
more active and rigorous investigation in the social studies
classroom will grow increasingly acute. Our hope is that this
edited book might play a small role in the larger project of
supporting practitioners, specifically K-12 teachers of United
States history, by offering a collection of classroom-ready
tools based on the Hollywood or History? strategy and
designed to foster historical inquiry through the careful use of
historically themed motion pictures. The book consists of K-5
and 6-12 lesson plans addressing the following historical eras
(Adapted from: UCLA, National Center for History in Schools).
Literacy in History and Social Studies: Learning Station
Activities to Meet CCSS builds student interest, allows for
inquiry, and increases student achievement. Includes
Common Core State Standards matrices. Can be used for
center activities, whole-class instruction, or individual
assignments. History and Social Studies topics include: Civil
War, Westward Migration, Immigration, WomenÕs Suffrage,
and Citizenship: Rights and Responsibilities. --Mark Twain
Media Publishing Company specializes in providing
captivating, supplemental books and decorative resources to
complement middle- and upper-grade classrooms. Designed
by leading educators, the product line covers a range of
subjects including mathematics, sciences, language arts,
social studies, history, government, fine arts, and character.
Mark Twain Media also provides innovative classroom
solutions for bulletin boards and interactive whiteboards.
Since 1977, Mark Twain Media has remained a reliable
source for a wide variety of engaging classroom resources.
A parent's guide to understanding the Common Core
educational standards Designed to ensure a similar level of
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job and college preparedness for students from all
backgrounds and regions, the Common Core standards have
been adopted in 45 states from coast to coast. These new
common standards are designed to bring many diverse state
standards into alignment with each other in math and English
to create a set of national educational standards. Common
Core Standards For Parents For Dummies explains this new
set of standards, what it means for students, and how parents
can get their children prepared for the school year. Explains
what changes to expect in the classroom Includes a grade-bygrade explanation of the new math and English standards
Provides tips and exercises for helping students succeed For
parents who want to help their kids excel at school, Common
Core Standards For Parents For Dummies is a handy,
straightforward guide that explains everything they need to
know.
This expansion of Whatever It Takes sharpens the focus on
the pyramid of interventions strategy. The authors examine
case studies of schools and districts across North America to
illustrate how PLC at WorkTM is a sustainable and
transferable process that ensures struggling students get the
support they need to achieve. They address how to enrich
and extend the learning of proficient students and explain
how PLC intervention processes align with RTI legislation.
Poverty and inequality are at record levels. Today, fortyseven million Americans live in poverty, while the median is in
decline. The top 20 percent now controls 89 percent of all
wealth. These conditions have renewed demands for a new
economic Bill of Rights, an idea proposed by F. D. Roosevelt,
Truman and Martin Luther King, Jr. The new Economic Bill of
Rights has a coherent plan and proclaims that all Americans
have the right to a job, a living wage, a decent home,
adequate medical care, good education, and adequate
protection from economic fears of unemployment, sickness
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and old age. Integrating the latest economic and social data,
Ending Extreme Inequality explores each of these rights.
Each chapter includes: an analysis of the social problems
surrounding each right; a historical overview of the attempts
to right these wrongs; and assessments of current solutions
offered by citizens, community groups and politicians. These
contemporary, real-life solutions to inequality can inspire
students and citizens to become involved and open pathways
toward a more just society.
A Creative Approach to the Common Core Standards: The
Da Vinci Curriculum challenges educators to design programs
that boldly embrace the Common Core State Standards by
imaginatively drawing from the genius of great men and
women such as Leonardo da Vinci. A central figure in the
High Renaissance, Leonardo made extraordinary
contributions as a painter, architect, sculptor, scientist,
engineer, and futurist. A Creative Approach demonstrates
that schools can cultivate genius such as Leonardo’s while
insuring that all students realize the core skills that are crucial
to all citizens. Chaucer’s Da Vinci Curriculum is relevant to
public and independent educators who are creating schoolswithin-schools, charter schools, renewing schools, or
rethinking their own classrooms. A Creative Approach serves
as a model of biographical curricula that embraces the
standards that Americans share as citizens in a democracy.
The text is rich in theory that has been tested in real
classrooms. By example, Chaucer demonstrates that high
schools can be more demanding, imaginative, engaging, and
joyous that most high schools tend to be today. By adapting
the Da Vinci Curriculum, all educators can participate in this
educational renaissance!
Teaching students to make connections across related texts
promotes engagement and improves reading comprehension
and content learning. This practical guide explains how to
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select and teach a wide range of picture books as paired
text--two books related by topic, theme, or genre--in grades
K-8. The author provides mini-lessons across the content
areas, along with hundreds of recommendations for paired
text, each linked to specific Common Core standards for
reading literature and informational texts. In a large-size
format for easy photocopying, the book includes 22
reproducible graphic organizers and other useful tools.
Purchasers also get access to a Web page where they can
download and print the reproducible materials.
Nearly every state has independently adopted the Common
Core State Standards (CCSS), making this practical guide an
indispensable resource for grades 3-5 teachers and teachersin-training. Leading authorities explain each of the English
language arts (ELA) standards and vividly show how to
implement them. The book is filled with grade-specific
classroom vignettes, instructional strategies and activities,
sample lesson plans, and discussion questions. Chapters
cover the major ELA strands: reading (literature, informational
texts, and foundational skills); writing; speaking and listening;
and language. Issues of assessment and technology
integration are also explored. An appendix includes thematic
units for each grade level demonstrating ways to embed
CCSS/ELA standards into content-area instruction. See also
Teaching with the Common Core Standards for English
Language Arts, PreK-2.
Smart implementation of the Common Core State Standards
requires both an overall understanding of the standards and a
grasp of their implications for planning, teaching, and
learning. This Quick-Start Guide provides a succinct, all-inone look at * The content, structure, terminology, and
emphases of the Common Core standards for mathematics
and English language arts and literacy in the lower
elementary grades. * The meaning of the individual standards
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within each of the four ELA/literacy strands and five math
domains, with an emphasis on areas that represent the most
significant changes to business as usual. * How the
standards connect across and within strands, domains, and
grade levels to develop the foundational language arts,
literacy, and mathematics understanding that will support a
lifetime of successful learning. Here, teachers of grades K–2
and elementary school leaders will find information they need
to begin adapting their practices to help all students master
the new and challenging material contained in the standards.
A practical lesson planning process to use with the Common
Core, based on Classroom Instruction That Works, 2nd Ed.,
is included, along with six sample lessons. LEARN THE
ESSENTIALS OF THE COMMON CORE The grade-level and
subject-specific Quick-Start Guides in the Understanding the
Common Core Standards series, edited by John Kendall, are
designed to help school leaders and school staffs turn
Common Core standards into coherent, content-rich
curriculum and effective, classroom-level lessons.

First published ten years ago, award-winning historian
Ray Raphael’s Founding Myths has since established
itself as a landmark of historical myth-busting. With the
author’s trademark wit and flair, Founding Myths
exposes the errors and inventions in America’s most
cherished tales, from Paul Revere’s famous ride to
Patrick Henry’s “Liberty or Death” speech. For the
seventy thousand readers who have been captivated by
Raphael’s eye-opening accounts, history has never
been the same. In this revised tenth-anniversary edition,
Raphael revisits the original myths and explores their
further evolution over the past decade, uncovering new
stories and peeling back additional layers of
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misinformation. This new edition also examines the
highly politicized debates over America’s past, as well
as how school textbooks and popular histories often
reinforce rather than correct historical mistakes. A book
that “explores the truth behind the stories of the making
of our nation” (National Public Radio), this revised
edition of Founding Myths will be a welcome resource for
anyone seeking to separate historical fact from fiction.
Essentials of Elementary Social Studies is a teacher
friendly text that provides comprehensive treatment of
classroom planning, instruction, and strategies. Praised
for its dynamic approaches and a writing style that is
conversational, personal, and professional, this text
enables and encourages teachers to effectively teach
elementary social studies using creative and active
learning strategies. New to this Edition This fourth edition
has been significantly refined with new and relevant
topics and strategies needed for effectively teaching
elementary social studies. • Keeping with the book's
emphasis on planning and teaching, a full, new chapter
on lesson plans has been added. This chapter is
designed to provide elementary teachers with 14
classroom tested lessons for each grade level (K-6). • A
new chapter on technology is designed to better prepare
elementary teachers to effectively teach social studies
with technology. Attention is given to digital history,
media literacy, teaching with film and music, and
numerous other types of impactful technology. • Each
chapter now includes a “Resources” section. The
resources section provides various resources for further
development. The section includes articles, books, and
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web resources. • Each chapter now includes
“Extension” and "Focus" activities. These activities
provide readers with the opportunity to extend the
learning experience with relevant and meaningful
scenarios. Instructors can also use the extension and
focus activities as class activities. • Brand new
companion website expands on chapter content and
provides resources for further study
(www.routledge.com/cw/Turner).
Kay Burke provides a detailed six-step walk-through for
creating successful student learning tasks and
assessment rubrics linked to state standards and NCLB.
A CD-ROM with templates is included.
Mastery Teaching Skills is a professional development
book that will help teachers and principals implement the
Common Core State Standards. This book reviews the
main features of the Common Core as well as providing
implementation examples. Marie Pagliaro provides a
thorough list of teaching skills and skill criteria based on
the latest research that is grouped by internationally
recognized teaching skill categories. This book will help
you to achieve a comprehensive set of pedagogical skills
to deliver successfully the Common Core Standards
The author, writing on behalf of Hoover's Koret task
Force on K–12 Education, presents a convincing case
that, despite the controversy it has ignited, the No Child
Left Behind (NCLB) law is making a positive difference
and should be renewed. He outlines ten specific lessons
and recommendations that identify the strengths and
weaknesses of NCLB and offers suggestions for
improving the law, building on its current foundation.
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Smart implementation of the Common Core State
Standards requires both an overall understanding of the
standards and a grasp of their implications for planning,
teaching, and learning. This Quick-Start Guide provides
a succinct, all-in-one look at * The structure, terminology,
and emphases of the Common Core mathematics
standards at the high school level, including the areas
that represent the most significant changes to business
as usual. * The meaning of the individual content
standards, addressed by domain and cluster, within all
five conceptual categories--Number and Quantity,
Algebra, Functions, Geometry, and Statistics and
Probability. * How the content standards, practice
standards, and designated modeling standards connect
across domains, categories, grade bands, and traditional
course boundaries to help students develop both deep
conceptual understanding and functional, real-world
application skills. Here, mathematics teachers and
teacher leaders will find information they need to begin
adapting their courses and practices to ensure all
students master the new and challenging material the
standards present and graduate ready for college or
career. A practical lesson planning process to use with
the Common Core, based on Classroom Instruction That
Works, 2nd Ed., is included, along with three sample
lessons. LEARN THE ESSENTIALS OF THE COMMON
CORE The grade-level and subject-specific Quick-Start
Guides in the Understanding the Common Core
Standards series, edited by John Kendall, are designed
to help school leaders and school staffs turn Common
Core standards into coherent, content-rich curriculum
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and effective, classroom-level lessons.
Using Developmentally Appropriate Practices to Teach
the Common Core: Grades PreK–3 provides current and
prospective primary grade teachers with an
understanding of the CCSS-ELA and CCSS-M that
highlights their compatibility with developmentally
appropriate practices (DAP), the instructional approach
generally preferred by teachers of young children. The
book begins by framing the CCSS as a distinct
improvement over lengthy lists of academic content
standards and as a carefully conceptualized and DAPfriendly set of curriculum guidelines. Next, the CCSSELA and CCSS-M for Grades K–3 are unpacked,
analyzed, synthesized, and cross-referenced to key
features of DAP. Finally, several "hot topic"
issues—differentiating instruction to meet the needs of all
learners, ensuring equitable access to the curriculum for
English Language Learners, addressing assessment and
accountability expectations, and educating parents and
families about the CCSS and DAP—are prioritized and
examined in depth. Using Developmentally Appropriate
Practices to Teach the Common Core: Grades PreK–3 is
a highly useful guide for both pre-service and in-service
early childhood education teachers.
Inspired by the author’s research and work with
preservice and beginning teachers, this book presents a
unique framework to help educators (grades 3–8) embed
their efforts to teach social studies for social justice
within the context of literacy. It is a resource for using
primary and other sources to offer students new ways of
thinking about history while meeting Language Arts
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Common Core Standards demands for information text
and critical thinking. Grounded in the daily realities of
today’s public schools, the framework offers a way of
planning that takes into account teaching factors that
include pressures for content coverage, preparing
students for high-stakes tests, and the low importance
placed by many districts on including social studies in the
curriculum. Each chapter explains how teachers can
restructure, reshape, and work with mandated curriculum
materials to teach from a critical perspective. The book
also discusses how to meet Common Core Standards by
teaching language arts and social studies as
complementary subjects. Book Features: Sample
lessons. Text boxes indicating connections to Common
Core Standards. Reflection exercises that help further
extend concepts and understandings into classroom
practice. Ruchi Agarwal-Rangnathis an adjunct professor
in Elementary Education at San Francisco State
University, and vice president of the National Association
of Multicultural Education, California Chapter (NAMECA). As an educational consultant she works with
schools to develop and enrich their mission of teaching
toward equity and social justice. “If you are a teacher, or
preparing to become a teacher, this is a book you will
want to keep so that you can refer back to it again and
again. If you are a teacher educator, this is a book that
will help you connect demands on teachers today with a
compelling vision of academically rich, student-centered,
social justice teaching. In either case, you are in for a
treat.” —From the Foreword byChristine Sleeter,
professor emeritus, California State University Monterey
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Bay “This is an important contribution for pre-service
teachers and those in districts who are willing to think
deeply about how to build content knowledge in an
integrated fashion by combining social studies and
language arts. Much more attention to social studies
from the perspective of social justice is needed!” —Donna
Ogle, professor emeritus, National-Louis University

Teacher candidates seeking certification to teach the
middle-level grades in Texas's public schools must
pass the TExES Core Subjects 4-8 exam. Written by
a team of faculty experts led by Dr. Ann M. L.
Cavallo, Associate Dean for Research and Graduate
Studies at the University of Texas at Arlington, REAs
test prep provides extensive coverage of the four
core subject areas tested on the exam: English
Language Arts and Reading (806); Mathematics
(807); Social Studies (808); and Science (809). In
addition to a thorough review, this test prep features
a diagnostic test and 2 full-length practice test
batteries (1 in the book and 1 online at the REA
Study Center) that deal with every question type,
competency, and skill tested on the exam. REAs
online tests run under timed conditions and provide
automatic scoring and diagnostic feedback on every
question to help teacher candidates zero in on the
topics that give them trouble now, so they can
succeed on test day. -- Amazon.com.
The tri-fold laminated reference guide Common Core
Standards & English Language Arts: Strategies for
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Student Success (Grades 6-12) by Toby Karten
presents an at-a-glance overview of the CCSS for
English Language Arts (ELA) for students in grades
6-12. It is intended to help middle and high school
teachers understand the organization and
application of the standards for diverse students,
including those with special needs.Topics covered in
the guide include: * Challenges of the crossdisciplinary design of CCSS for ELA at the
secondary level * College and career readiness
(CCR) * CCR anchor standards for reading: literature
(RL) and informational text (RI) * CCR anchor
standards for writing (W) * CCR anchor standards for
speaking and listening (SL) * CCR anchor standards
for language (L) * Differentiating instruction for
students at different reading levels * Models for
measuring and evaluating text complexity *
Strategies for helping students with disabilities
achieve ELA standards The CCSS for ELA raise the
bar to ensure students master the reading, writing,
speaking and listening, and language skills they
need to be college and career ready in literacy. They
will yield effective outcomes for all
students—including those with disabilities—if
educators creatively and consistently embrace them
and connect them to all of their students.
Offering a critical ethnography of education at the
U.S.-Mexico border, Pledging Allegiance explores
how public schools teach cultural and national
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values explicitly and implicitly. Susan J. Rippberger
and Kathleen A. Staudt illuminate the complex
overlays of culture and learning through the eyes of
students, teachers, and administrators in U.S. and
Mexican schools. This book examines nationalism
and civic ritual, bilingualism, technology, and
classroom organization to discover how educators
along the border impart senses of national and
cultural identity to their students.
Backed by solid research, Writing Instruction That
Works answers the following question: What is
writing instruction today and what can it be
tomorrow? This up-to-date, comprehensive book
identifies areas of concern for the ways that writing is
being taught in todays secondary schools. The
authors offer far-reaching direction for improving
writing instruction that assist both student literacy
and subject learning. They provide many examples
of successful writing practices in each of the four
core academic subjects (English, mathematics,
science, and social studies/history), along with
guidance for meeting the Common Core standards.
The text also includes sections on Technology and
the Teaching of Writing and English Language
Learners.
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